CHARACTERIZATION OF HPV-SPECIFIC T-CELLS IN BLOOD AND TISSUE IN UGandan WOMEN LIVING WITH HIV WITH Cervical Low Grade SQuamous Intraepithelial Lesions
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Background: Cervical cancer (CC) is the most common cancer in women living with HIV (WLWH) and the leading cause of cancer mortality in women in Uganda. CC occurs in a fraction of unresolved high-risk human papilloma virus (hrHPV) infections. HIV is a risk factor for hrHPV infection, however, infection and early stage, low grade squamous epithelial lesions (LSIL), can be resolved by a competent immune response. Nevertheless, WLWH with immune function restored by antiretroviral therapy (ART) remain at higher risk for persistent hrHPV infection, LSIL and progression to high grade squamous epithelial lesions (HSIL). Therefore, we hypothesize that the immune response differs between WLWH, on ART, who progress from LSIL to HSIL/CC, compared to WLWH, on ART, who experience LSIL regression.

Methods: Recently, a cohort (n=304) of Ugandan WLWH and HIV seronegative counterparts was established to categorize hrHPV status and examine associations with the immune response. When stratified by degree of dysplasia, hrHPV infection was more prevalent in WLWH with LSIL (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 0/1), compared to seronegative women, than the same comparison in HSIL (CIN2/3). Due to the scale of this study, immune parameters analyzed were limited to CD4 and CD8 counts and ratio. This prompted us to design a pilot study, subsampling the cohort, for in-depth interrogation of the immune response in LSIL. The study involves analysis of formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) cervical tissue and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from WLWH, on ART, diagnosed with LSIL associated with hrHPV infection with progression (n=4) or regression (n=4) or WLWH with no dysplasia diagnosis (n=4).

Results: We developed a mass cytometry panel incorporating markers of T cell dysregulation and mucosal homing and leveraged combinatorial tetramer technology to analyze PBMC-derived T cell responses to antigens from various hrHPV types. Further functional analysis is being performed using cytokine intracellular staining (ICS) flow cytometry. FFPE-derived DNA and RNA are subject to TCR sequencing and immunology gene focused-Nanostring analysis, respectively, to complement peripheral immune response data. Owing to complexities of sample procurement, data analysis is ongoing.

Conclusions: LSIL represents a reversible stage in the development of CC, with recent data suggesting this may be associated with poorer resolution of hrHPV infection in WLWH, compared to seronegative women. In this pilot study, we expect to identify features of immune dysregulation underlying increased risk of malignant progression from LSIL, which could propel larger scale high dimensional analysis of the cohort.
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